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Finding Clients
There’s a story I love and it’s from one of our tribe members in Evercoach. Her name

“They are everywhere”

person in the seat next to her. She ended up working with him in the coming weeks.
My friend Lisa shared another story. She told me about one of her clients who was a
career counsellor at a high school. She was making $4000 per month, after 25 years
of work. One day she decided to make a bold move and she invited 12 mothers to her
place for a dinner party.
During the dinner, she shared what she did, how she planned to deepen her work and
the opportunity to work with her.
Clients really are everywhere.
We just have to look. In the exercise below, you will
see how clients are everywhere and how you can start enrolling them pretty much…
now! Have fun amigo :).

What’s in your email?
Your phone?
Pain/challenge
What is your perfect client’s pain or challenge? Think about the challenge in a deep way.
How does this challenge affect their life? How does it affect them emotionally?
The deeper we dive, the better we can attract them; we want to get to their core pain.
What pain or challenge does your perfect client have?

What’s In It For Me (WIIFM)
Look at who your perfect client is and ask yourself, what is in it for them? If you think from their
point of view – which you should for this exercise – What’s In It For Me? What VALUE are you giving
those perfect clients? Start by listing out what values you give. Then rate them and prioritize which
values are most important.

Message Format: The 3-part formula for your message is:
1. Who is this for? Who is your perfect client? Be specific.

2. What is their pain/challenge? Be specific and emotional.

3. What Value do you give? And how is that value the best for them? Be specific and emotional.

Message:
Now take the 3-parts and combine into one paragraph. How
does it read all together? How can you simplify and improve it?

Let’s get social.
right now! Start with a simple personal account. Invite friends. Start posting about the
successes your existing clients have experienced. Start posting about new relevant,
studies. The latest experiences. Occasionally mention how you have a coaching
practice. They will come to you. Other than in the digital space, some of the most
and workshops.
List all the social media posts you plan to write about your practice.

Awesome!
We are done for today and you did great! Now keep this document somewhere safe,
where you can refer to it whenever you need it.

Realisations that you would have had at this point.
• Clients are really everywhere.
• Its easier than it looks
• You are closer to your clients than you may have imagined.

Tomorrow, we will discuss how to turn these prospects into clients.

Christina’s story happened when she joined the Evercoach Tribe with Rich Litvin. Rich
is an amazing coach who transformed his life so he could have wonderful, powerful
clients and the lifestyle he truly wanted. Rich is also co-author of the book The
Prosperous Coach.
Rich is amazing and you should look at his work.

